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Background & motivation Background & motivation 

Wireless sensor network applications are growingWireless sensor network applications are growing
Military and civilianMilitary and civilian
Supported by diverse research on entire WSN Supported by diverse research on entire WSN 
protocol stackprotocol stack

Security is expected to play a key role Security is expected to play a key role ……
ConfidentialityConfidentiality –– nodes need to be able to nodes need to be able to 
exchange data exchange data ““securelysecurely””
AuthenticationAuthentication –– nodes should be able to prove nodes should be able to prove 
their identity to other nodestheir identity to other nodes
Message integrityMessage integrity –– a node receiving a message a node receiving a message 
should be able to prove it has not been alteredshould be able to prove it has not been altered
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Background & motivation (cont.)Background & motivation (cont.)

Public key infrastructurePublic key infrastructure (PKI) is a powerful and proven (PKI) is a powerful and proven 
technology for addressing the three issues mentionedtechnology for addressing the three issues mentioned
However, due to resource limitations in WSN, existing However, due to resource limitations in WSN, existing 
PKI solutions can not be directly appliedPKI solutions can not be directly applied

Low computational capabilitiesLow computational capabilities
Limited memory spaceLimited memory space
Energy constraints imposed on communicationsEnergy constraints imposed on communications

Moreover, traffic patterns and topology is uniqueMoreover, traffic patterns and topology is unique

It would be highly desirable to have key generation It would be highly desirable to have key generation 
methodologies that are specifically designed and methodologies that are specifically designed and 

optimized for adoptimized for ad--hoc clusters of wireless sensor nodes.hoc clusters of wireless sensor nodes.
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DiffieDiffie--HellmanHellman Key GenerationKey Generation

Employing DH for generating a symmetric key between a Employing DH for generating a symmetric key between a 
pair of nodes in the clusterpair of nodes in the cluster

A B(X (X -- private key) private key) (Y (Y -- private key) private key) 
a,p: known numbersa,p: known numbers
(p (p -- prime number)prime number)

aaXX mod pmod paay y mod pmod p

[a[ay y mod p]mod p]x x mod p = mod p = aaXYXY mod pmod p = [a= [ax x mod p]mod p]y y mod p mod p 

•• x,y,a,p x,y,a,p typically typically 1024 bits long1024 bits long
•• Relies on the Relies on the Discreet Log Discreet Log problem: by knowing problem: by knowing aax x mod pmod p, , a a and and pp, one , one 

can notcan not obtain obtain xx
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What is an Elliptic Curve?What is an Elliptic Curve?

                                                                        

In GF(2m) an ordinary elliptic curve E suitable for elliptic 
curve cryptography is defined by the set of points (x, y) that 
satisfy the equation :

)2(, mGFb  a ∈     232  b;    ax  xy xE : y ++=⋅+
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DiffieDiffie--HellmanHellman Key Generation using ECCKey Generation using ECC

Why use ECC?Why use ECC?
We use 160 bits (instead of 1024) and still retain the same We use 160 bits (instead of 1024) and still retain the same 
““security strengthsecurity strength””
We use multiplications instead of exponentiationWe use multiplications instead of exponentiation
All mathematical calculations are without carryAll mathematical calculations are without carry

Calculations take less time, less memory and Calculations take less time, less memory and 
less hardwareless hardware                                                                         

A BXX-- private keyprivate key
(scalar) (scalar) 

Y Y -- private key private key 
(scalar)(scalar)

P is a known point on P is a known point on 
the elliptic curvethe elliptic curve

X X xx PP

(Y (Y xx P) P) x x X= X= XY XY x x PP = (X = (X xx P) P) x x YY

Y Y xx PP

The The Discreet Log Discreet Log problem in ECC: by knowing problem in ECC: by knowing X X xx PP and and PP, one can not obtain , one can not obtain xx
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Prior work: security for WSNPrior work: security for WSN

•• PrePre--distributed keysdistributed keys : scalability and security are : scalability and security are 
compromisedcompromised

•• No self certified techniquesNo self certified techniques for DH using ECC have for DH using ECC have 
been publishedbeen published

•• Using ECCUsing ECC: Authentication is always followed by key    : Authentication is always followed by key    
exchange (key distribution) exchange (key distribution) –– not suitable for WSNnot suitable for WSN

•• Using regular mathematical basisUsing regular mathematical basis self certified self certified 
techniques for DH  have been proposed techniques for DH  have been proposed –– not not 
suitable for WSNsuitable for WSN

Encouraging  recent research results (Encouraging  recent research results (MalanMalan et. al / Harvard)et. al / Harvard)
Suggested that ECC scalarSuggested that ECC scalar--point multiplicationpoint multiplication is feasibleis feasible
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Prior work: security for WSNPrior work: security for WSN

Main drawbacks of current mechanisms proposed for Main drawbacks of current mechanisms proposed for 
WSN:WSN:

Not suitable for implementation of Not suitable for implementation of selfself--
certification certification over Elliptic Curvesover Elliptic Curves
Treat only Treat only fixedfixed--keykey generation (specific two generation (specific two 
parties always end up with the same generated parties always end up with the same generated 
secret key) without a clear extension to secret key) without a clear extension to selfself--
certified certified ephemeral keyephemeral key generation (more latergeneration (more later……))
Do not treat Do not treat selfself--certified certified groupgroup--keykey generationgeneration

There is a clear need for There is a clear need for WSN WSN group keygroup key--generation method generation method 
with an efficient integration of with an efficient integration of selfself--certified authenticationscertified authentications
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Current research goalCurrent research goal

Goal:Goal: to establish a self to establish a self 
certified certified group keygroup key
within a node clusterwithin a node cluster

•• First step First step 
Initializing symmetric Initializing symmetric 
keys for pairs of nodes keys for pairs of nodes 
(using self(using self--certified DH)certified DH)

•• Second stepSecond step
Generating the group Generating the group 
keykey

Note: Dynamic cluster, as target is movingNote: Dynamic cluster, as target is moving
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Current research goal (cont.)Current research goal (cont.)

First step:First step:
(1,2)(1,2)-- shared self certified key shared self certified key 
KK12 12 , K, K2121

(2,3)(2,3)-- shared self certified keyshared self certified key
KK23 23 , K, K3232

1 32
KK1212 KK2121

KK2323 KK3232

Node 2 <Node 2 <-- KKGroupGroup XOR XOR KK1212
KKGroupGroup XOR XOR KK12 12 XOR XOR KK21 21 = = KKgroupgroup

Node 3 <Node 3 <-- KKGroupGroup XOR XOR KK2323
KKGroupGroup XOR XOR KK23 23 XOR XOR KK32 32 = = KKgroupgroup

Second step:Second step:

Generating the group key:Generating the group key:

Node #1 generates the groupNode #1 generates the group

key and via XOR it iskey and via XOR it is

transferred to nodes 2 and 3transferred to nodes 2 and 3
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Fixed key vs. Ephemeral keyFixed key vs. Ephemeral key

Fixed keyFixed key
The private key shared by a pair of nodes is constantThe private key shared by a pair of nodes is constant
Ephemeral keyEphemeral key
The private key shared by the same pair of nodes The private key shared by the same pair of nodes 
changechange

Cluster ACluster A Cluster BCluster B

http://gunpoint-3d.com/art-aw-Pz38.html
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Self certified DH key generation: Self certified DH key generation: Fixed keyFixed key

Node i Node j
IDIDjj , , UUjjIDIDii , , UUii

IDIDvv: identification of node v                                     : identification of node v                                     -- scalarscalar
UUvv : node : node vv’’ss public key, generated by the CA          public key, generated by the CA          -- a point on the curvea point on the curve
XXv   v   : node : node vv’’ss private key, generated by the CA         private key, generated by the CA         -- scalarscalar

Each node is given by the CA (Certifying authority) a set of pubEach node is given by the CA (Certifying authority) a set of public and private keys:lic and private keys:
((UUvv, X, Xvv))

Node i calculates:Node i calculates: xxii[[HH((IDIDjj , , UUjj)),* ,* UUjj + + RR ]        =]        = xxjj[[HH((IDIDii , , UUii)),* ,* UUii + + RR ]] ::Node j calculatesNode j calculates
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Self certified DH key generation: Self certified DH key generation: Fixed keyFixed key

RR : the CA: the CA’’s public key  = d*s public key  = d*G G -- a point on the curvea point on the curve
d    : the CAd    : the CA’’s private key                                                   s private key                                                   -- scalarscalar
G G : a generating group: a generating group--point, used by all relevant nodespoint, used by all relevant nodes -- a point on the curve a point on the curve 
hhv    v    : a random 160 bit number generated by the CA           : a random 160 bit number generated by the CA           -- scalarscalar

Node i calculates:Node i calculates:
xxii[[HH((IDIDjj , , UUjj)),,** UUjj ++ RR ]]
=x=xii[[HH((IDIDjj , , UUjj)),,** hhjj ** G G ++ d*d*GG ]]
=x=xii[[HH((IDIDjj , , UUjj)),,* * hhjj ++ dd] ] **GG

=     x=     xii** xxjj **GG

mathematical assertions mathematical assertions ……

As given by the CA:As given by the CA:
UUii= h= hii ** G                                                        G                                                        UUjj= = hhjj ** GG
xxii= [= [HH((IDIDii, , UUii)),* ,* hhii ++ dd ] mod org ] mod org G                G                xxjj= [= [HH((IDIDjj, , UUjj)),* ,* hhjj ++ dd ] mod org ] mod org GG

Node j calculates:Node j calculates:
xxjj[[HH((IDIDii, , UUii)),,** UUii ++ RR ]]
=x=xii[[HH((IDIDii, , UUii)),,** hhii ** G G ++ d*d*GG ]]
=x=xii[[HH((IDIDii , , UUii)),,* h* hii ++ dd] ] **GG

=      =      xxjj** xxi i **GG
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Self certified DH key generation: Fixed keySelf certified DH key generation: Fixed key

Core contribution Core contribution ……

xxii[[HH((IDIDjj , , UUjj)),,** UUjj ++ RR ] = ] = xxiiHH((IDIDjj , , UUjj)),,** UUjj + + xxii RR

scalarscalar

2 multiplications of2 multiplications of
a scalar by a point ona scalar by a point on

the elliptic curvethe elliptic curve

Dynamic Dynamic 
multiplicationmultiplication

Off lineOff line
multiplicationmultiplication

Until now selfUntil now self--certified DH key generation certified DH key generation 
was done with 3 dynamic multiplicationswas done with 3 dynamic multiplications
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Self certified DH key generation: Ephemeral keySelf certified DH key generation: Ephemeral key

Node i Node j
IDIDjj , , UUjj,, EvEvjjIDIDii , , UUii ,, EvEvii

IDIDvv: identification of node v                                      : identification of node v                                      -- scalarscalar
UUvv : node : node vv’’ss public key, generated by the CA                   public key, generated by the CA                   -- a point on the curvea point on the curve
XXv   v   : node : node vv’’ss private key, generated by the CA                  private key, generated by the CA                  -- scalarscalar
PvPvvv : a random 160 bit number generated by node v            : a random 160 bit number generated by node v            -- scalarscalar
EvEvvv = = PvPvvv * G* G

Node i calculates:Node i calculates:

PvPvii[[H(H(IDIDjj , , UUjj)),* ,* UUjj + + RR ] + ] + ((xxii+ + PvPvii) ) EvEvj               j               = = 
Node j calculates:Node j calculates:

PvPvjj[[H(H(IDIDii, , UUii)),* ,* UUii + + RR ] + ] + ((xxjj+ + PvPvjj) ) EvEvii

Each node is given by the CA (Certifying authority) a set of pubEach node is given by the CA (Certifying authority) a set of public and private keys:lic and private keys:
((UUvv, X, Xvv))
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Self certified DH key generation: Self certified DH key generation: Ephemeral keyEphemeral key

Mathematical assertions Mathematical assertions ……

As given by the CA:As given by the CA:
UUii= = PvPvii * * GG + h+ hii ** G = G = (( PvPvii + h+ hii ) *) * G                 G                 UUjj= = PvPvjj * * GG + + hhjj ** G = G = (( PvPvjj + + hhjj ) *) * G G 
xxii= [= [HH((IDIDii, , UUii)),* ,* hhii ++ dd ] mod org ] mod org G                G                xxjj= [= [HH((IDIDjj, , UUjj)),* ,* hhjj ++ dd ] mod org ] mod org GG

RR : the CA: the CA’’s public key  = d*s public key  = d*G G -- a point on the curvea point on the curve
d    : the CAd    : the CA’’s private key                                                   s private key                                                   -- scalarscalar
G G : a generating group: a generating group--point, used by all relevant nodespoint, used by all relevant nodes -- a point on the curve a point on the curve 
hhv    v    : a random 160 bit number generated by the CA           : a random 160 bit number generated by the CA           -- scalarscalar

Node i calculates:Node i calculates:
PvPvii[[HH((IDIDjj , , UUjj)),,** UUjj ++ RR ]+ ]+ ((xxii+ + PvPvii) ) EvEvj j 

xxjj **GG
== PvPvii**xxjj **G G + + xxii* * PvPvjj * G * G + + PvPvii* * PvPvjj * G * G 

EvEvj                           j                           EvEvj j 

Node j calculates:Node j calculates:
PvPvjj[[HH((IDIDii , , UUii)),,** UUii ++ RR ]+ ]+ ((xxjj+ + PvPvjj) ) EvEvii

xxi i **GG
== PvPvjj**xxi i **G G + + xxjj* * PvPvii * G * G + + PvPvjj* * PvPvii * G * G 

EvEvi                          i                          EvEvi i 
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Self certified DH key generation: Self certified DH key generation: Ephemeral keyEphemeral key

What is the main contribution?What is the main contribution?

PvPvii[[H(H(IDIDjj , , UUjj)),,** UUjj ++ RR ]+ ]+ ((xxii+ + PvPvii) ) EvEvjj = = PvPvii** H(H(IDIDjj , , UUjj)),,** UUjj ++ ((xxii+ + PvPvii) ) EvEvjj ++ PvPvii* * RR

= = PvPvii** H(H(IDIDjj , , UUjj)),,** UUj  j  ++ ((xxii+ + PvPvii) () (EvEvjj ++RR) ) -- xxii * * RR

3 multiplications : 3 multiplications : one preformed dynamically by the nodeone preformed dynamically by the node
the second preformed offline by the nodethe second preformed offline by the node
the third calculate by a neighbor node not in the clusterthe third calculate by a neighbor node not in the cluster

Dynamic Dynamic 
multiplicationmultiplication

Off lineOff line
multiplicationmultiplication

Calculate d byCalculate d by
A neighborA neighbor

i
((xxii+ + PvPvii) , ) , EvEvjj

((xxii+ + PvPvii) () (EvEvjj ++RR))
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Group key authentication and generationGroup key authentication and generation

KKijij-- shared key of nodes i and jshared key of nodes i and j

T T -- Public group key needed to generate in the clusterPublic group key needed to generate in the cluster

a jib

TT

DES
?

XOR

KKabab

TT T T ’’ T T ‘’’‘’’....’’ T T ‘’’‘’’....’’’’

DES
?

XOR

KKijij

If T= T If T= T ‘’’‘’’....’’’’ then:then:
1) The system is Authenticated1) The system is Authenticated
2) we have a group key2) we have a group key

T T ‘’’‘’’....’’’’
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Intel Mote 2 sensor network platformIntel Mote 2 sensor network platform

ElectronicElectronic
320/416/520MHz PXA271320/416/520MHz PXA271 XScaleXScale Processor (Dynamic voltage scaling)Processor (Dynamic voltage scaling)
Programming in Programming in NeSCNeSC
32MB Flash on32MB Flash on--board board 
32MB SDRAM on32MB SDRAM on--board board 
MiniMini--USB Client (slave), multiplexed with RS232 console over USB, powUSB Client (slave), multiplexed with RS232 console over USB, power er 
II--Mote2 Basic Sensor connector (31+ 21 pin connector)Mote2 Basic Sensor connector (31+ 21 pin connector)
ZigbeeZigbee [802.15.4] Radio ([802.15.4] Radio (ChipConChipCon CC2420) CC2420) 
TriTri--color status LED; Power LED; battery charger LED, console LED color status LED; Power LED; battery charger LED, console LED 
Switches: on/off slider, Hard reset, Soft reset, User programmabSwitches: on/off slider, Hard reset, Soft reset, User programmable switchle switch

MechanicalMechanical
Size: 1.89inches x 1.42in. PCB Thickness 0.069in Size: 1.89inches x 1.42in. PCB Thickness 0.069in 
Size: 48mm x 36mm. PCB Thickness 1.75mm Size: 48mm x 36mm. PCB Thickness 1.75mm 

http://embedded.seattle.intel-research.net/wiki/index.php?title=Image:I2-bot150.jpg
http://embedded.seattle.intel-research.net/wiki/index.php?title=Image:I2-top150.jpg
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Intel Mote 2 (cont.)Intel Mote 2 (cont.)
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SelfSelf--Certified Key Generation on Intel MoteCertified Key Generation on Intel Mote22

Code for ephemeralCode for ephemeral--key generation written in key generation written in NesCNesC
163163--bit keysbit keys
1616--bit implementationbit implementation

Interoperability with Interoperability with TelosB TelosB platform (UC Berkeley)platform (UC Berkeley)
Dynamic reconfiguration of the CPU frequency Dynamic reconfiguration of the CPU frequency 

Higher frequency forHigher frequency for
core computationscore computations
Lower frequency for Lower frequency for 
all other tasksall other tasks

Voltage Radio Off at 
13MHz (mA)

Radio On at 
13MHz

3.8 26.5 46.2
4.4 24.1 44.2
5 23.5 45.4

Datasheet 31 44

Clockrate 
(MHz) Power (W)

Time 
PbS (sec)

Energy 
(J)

13 0.106 4.9 1.0388
104 0.231 0.6 0.2772
208 0.296 0.3 0.1776
312 0.363 0.2 0.1452
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ConclusionsConclusions

Group key generation is possible despite the harsh resource 
constraints

Intel Mote 2 based results are encouraging

Proposed scheme allows for additional nodes to be added ad-hoc

Group key generation yields a self certified cluster
All of the nodes within a cluster are authenticated

Mathematical computations can be significantly reduced

Off loading the computations using neighbors not in a cluster 
offers additional improvement

Self certified key distribution using DH in ECC is possible
While exchanging shared keys, the pair of nodes also authenticate
themselves
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Questions ?Questions ?
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